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the aruba 310 series access point and access
point software suite are available for pre-order
through the aruba partner portal. the 310
series access point will be available in february
of 2013, and the access point software suite
will be available for download in late march or
early april. find the content of this disk and
select the one that belongs to your
officeconnect. the officeconnect gateway
discovery program is available for use in the
following countries: 1) austria, canada, finland,
germany, hungary, italy, norway, spain,
sweden, united kingdom and the united states.
cons: needs a new router to be configured.
previously, the network was configured via the
router. i had to reconfigure the router to the
access point. the access point does not appear
on the network map. there are issues with the
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software. when i first used this device, i had
problems with the network map not working. i
was told that the software was out of date. i
was given a.zip file and told to run it and it
would update. it didn't work. i was able to
update the software, but the network map and
the unit itself still did not work. the link to the
wlan page on the unit would not appear. also,
the unit itself would not power up. i was told by
3com that this was a problem with the
firmware on the unit. i was told that it would be
fixed in a later release. i was told that the
device would work with win xp. the device has
not worked with winxp. i have had no success
with vista. i was not able to get the software to
update on vista either. the.zip file would not
update the software.
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the aruba 310 series access points deliver high
performance and superb user experience for

mobile devices, internet of things (iot) devices,
and applications in dense office environments.

featuring the 4x4:4ss mu-mimo capability,
advanced aruba clientmatch radio

management, and aruba beacon technologies,
the 310 series enables an all-wireless digital

work environment in a cost-effective manner.
our team has been working on this for 3

months and it is time to make it available to
the public. the goal of this project is to allow

people to easily access the basic functionality
of the wireless network controller (wnc) on

their laptop, tablet, or any other device. this is
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an application that runs in a web browser. so
this is not a 3com product, but rather an

independent project that works with the 3com
wnc firmware. it is a java web start application.
it provides a simple interface that allows you to
view the basic configuration information about
the wnc and then you can perform the basic
configuration actions. the basic configuration

interface allows you to change the default wnc
name, ssid, mac address, and password. it also

allows you to create wireless networks and
then connect to the newly created wireless

networks. if you have a password that you use
to connect to the wireless network. then you

can change the wireless network password. the
300 series access points are all high-

performance access points that are optimized
for enterprise deployments. they feature the
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powerful new clientmatch technology, which
allows them to automatically identify and steer
client devices to the nearest access point. this

greatly improves mobile performance by
reducing the radio interference that occurs
between the access points. the clientmatch

technology also has the ability to assign
multiple aps as repeaters and to connect all of

these repeaters to a single ip address. the
access points are also extremely energy-

efficient, with a wlan power-efficiency rating
(per) of greater than 89 percent, which is the
highest of any 802.11n router. 5ec8ef588b
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